Introduction
Geosoft executables (GX's) are custom software modules for use with the Geosoft OASIS/Montaj geophysical data processing system, which runs under the Microsoft Windows™ operating system. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) uses OASIS/Montaj, primarily for processing and display of airborne geophysical data. The ability to add custom software modules to the OASIS/Montaj system is a feature advantageous to the USGS, due to the large number of geophysical algorithms developed by the USGS during the past half century.
This report describes the initial set of GX's developed by the USGS or specifically for the USGS by contractors. They perform fairly basic operations that were missing or perceived to be inadequate in the built-in GX's that came with OASIS/Montaj version 4.2. Some of these GX's or GX's with similar functionality may be incorporated into later versions of OASIS/Montaj.
Download and Installation
The executable GX files, which will only work from within Geosoft OASIS/Montaj, and the source code files used to develop them can be downloaded using a web browser from ftp://ftpext.usgs.gov/pub/cr/co/denver/musette. The files are in the /pub/gx directory.
Each compiled GX consists of an executable file with the suffix .gx. In addition there is a global file containing error messages called usgs.err and a menu file called usgs.omn. Some GXs require a dynamically linked library with the suffix .dll. In the current release of OASIS/Montaj (version 5.1.5), compiled GXs are installed in the gx subdirectory of the \OASISmontaj directory; error files are installed in the ger subdirectory; menu files are installed in the omn subdirectory, and dynamic-link libraries are installed in the bin subdirectory.
The USGS Menu File and Short GX Descriptions
The GX's described here can be accessed from a USGS menu that can be added to the menu bar in OASIS/Montaj. The menu structure is defined in a text file called usgs.omn:
MENU "&USGS" SUBMENU "&Grid Utilities" SUBMENU "&Database Utilities" SUBMENU "&Map Utilities" SUBMENU "&Boundary" MENU "&USGS/&Grid Utilities" ITEM "&Test for dummy values" ITEM "&Plug holes by regriding" ITEM "&Plug holes by iterating" ITEM "&Mask a grid" ITEM "&Horizontal gradient" ITEM "&Filtered gradients" ITEM "&Transpose" ITEM "&Prepare grid for FFT" ITEM "&Proximity of data points" SEPARATOR MENU "&USGS/&Database Utilities" ITEM "&Renumber selected lines" SEPARATOR MENU "&USGS/&Map Utilities" ITEM "&Digitize vectors" ITEM "&Draw polygons to a specified group" SEPARATOR MENU "&USGS/&Boundary" ITEM "Calculate pseudogravity grid" ITEM "Calculate horizontal gradient" ITEM "Find grid peaks" ITEM "Plot peak locations" If no grid is specified, only LINE,X,Y coordinates will be placed in the output file. If a grid is specified, LINE,X,Y and Z values will be placed in the output file. A header record in the output file identifies the channel names. To use this header record when importing the XYZ file into a database, blank out the 'Import template' field.
A map group corresponding to the output file name prefix will be used to hold the vectors drawn on the map.
Multi-point vectors are digitized using the left mouse button. The right mouse button is used to terminate a vector (using the "Done" menu item) and start a new vector. Digitizing is terminated by using the right mouse button and selecting "Done" twice in a row. The "Cancel" menu item is equivalent to the "Done" menu item, it does not remove the digitized vector from the file or the map. The "Exit Menu" menu item will cancel the menu and return to digitizing the current vector.
Because the map cannot be redrawn inside a GX, the digitized vectors will not be drawn until the GX is exited. For the same reason, the remaining right mouse menu items won't work properly.
Written by Jeff Phillips (jeff@usgs.gov) 2/9/99, modified 3/21/02.
USGS_DVALTEST.HLP
USGS_DVALTEST GX Computes filtered horizontal derivative and horizontal gradient magnitude grids using the gradient-component method of Thurston and Brown (1994). The user must specify a window size w and a polynomial order n < w. The standard first-difference operator corresponds to w = 3, n = 2. For this and similar operators having n = w-1, there is no attenuation of short wavelengths. For operators having n < w-1, short wavelength features will be attenuated.
Source code modified from Thurston and Brown (1994) by Jeff Phillips.
The maximum number of columns in the grid is limited to 8000. The maximum column dimension is 16384 for all grids.
Written by Jeff Phillips (jeff@usgs.gov) 01/18/00.
USGS_GRIDPLUG.HLP USGS_GRIDPLUG GX
Plugs dummy values in a grid file by using polynomial or local median initialization followed by minimum curvature iterations. 
INTERACTIVE PARAMETERS

USGS_HGRAD.HLP
USGS_HGRAD.GX
This GX calculates the magnitude of the horizontal gradient of a grid. 
USGS_PDRAW.HLP
The USGS_PDRAW GX draws the polygons from a polygon file on the map. Please note that the polygon coordinates are assumed to be in the same coordinate system as that of the map view on which the polygons will be drawn.
Following is an example of a single polygon file: Following is an example of a three-polygon file: 
USGS_RENUMLNS.HLP
Use the USGS_RENUMLNS GX to renumber all selected lines. This is useful for changing line numbers prior to merging databases. 
Source Code Files and Tutorials
Each GX is built from a number of source code files. These include, at a minimum, an ASCII help file with the suffix .hlp, a GX source code file with the suffix .gxc, and a resource file with the suffix .grc. Some GXs use a dynamic link library compiled from Fortran code. In addition to the three source code files described above, these GXs require the Fortran source code file with a suffix of .f, which is converted to C code using Geosoft's version of f2c.exe; a C code wrapper function for the Fortran subroutine calls, usually called gxx_*.c; the generic wrapper functions wfuncs.c; the C header files f2c.h and wrappers.h, and a .gxh prototype file. The interrelationships of these files are described in the following tutorial on GX development, which is suitable for printing in viewgraph format. Decide exactly what the GX will do. Choose a name for the GX. Determine the input required from the user.
SIMPLE GX DEVELOPMENT
2.
Create a new GX project directory and copy an existing, somewhat similar GX source code (.GXC) file, resource (.GRC) file, and help (.HLP) file to be used as prototypes. Rename the files to the name of the new GX.
3.
Edit the resource (.GRC) file and the help (.HLP) file to reflect your design. Run the GRC resource compiler, which is in the \OASISmontaj\bin directory on the PC. Correct syntax errors and warnings. 
